The temporal organization of affective and non-affective speech in patients with right-hemisphere infarcts.
To evaluate the right hemisphere's role in encoding speech prosody, an acoustic investigation of timing characteristics was undertaken in speakers with and without focal right-hemisphere damage (RHD) following cerebrovascular accident. Utterances varying along different prosodic dimensions (emphasis, emotion) were elicited from each speaker using a story completion paradigm, and measures of utterance rate and vowel duration were computed. Results demonstrated parallelism in how RHD and healthy individuals encoded the temporal correlates of emphasis in most experimental conditions. Differences in how RHD speakers employed temporal cues to specify some aspects of prosodic meaning (especially emotional content) were observed and corresponded to a reduction in the perceptibility of prosodic meanings when conveyed by the RHD speakers. Findings indicate that RHD individuals are most disturbed when expressing prosodic representations that vary in a graded (rather than categorical) manner in the speech signal (Blonder, Pickering, Heath et al., 1995; Pell, 1999a).